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-“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL. IV.

thy

saving health among all nations'

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, AUGUST 1. 1834.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.

GEORGE W. MYER8, PRINTER.

From the Connecticut Observer.
a mother’s meditation over her dead

CHILD.
Thou art in heaven, and I on earth,
Still, still to feel its pain;
A weary burden I must bear,
Until we meet again :
A captive in this wall of flesh—
But thou, my child, art free;
When shall the angels lend their yir:gs
That I may fly to thee?
I look upon thy face, and think
That if thou hadst not died,
Thou would’st have been a lovely lose,
To flourish at my side:
And gazing thus, bright visions come
Of long and happy years:
And smiling glances beam around,
Where now are streaming tears.

nothing more dangerous and deluding, than an act which chan' geth the meaning of words, as alchemy doth, or would do the
substance of metals; maketh of any thing what it listeth, and
bringetli in the end all truth to nothing.—Hooker.
II. Prayer is this:—to look into the Bible and see what
God has promised; to look into our hearts, and ask ourselves
i what we want, and he has promised as the purchase of Christ's
\ blood; expecting that though we be most unworthy, yet he
1 will be as good as his word.—Anon.
I III. Satan in Scripture is called a “prince,” and a “god.”
i But as a prince he is an zisurper, and as a Deity an idol-, he is a
i prince without right, and a god without divinity.—J. Williams.

j
IV. God, in every dispensation, is at work for our good.
, In more prosperous circumstances he tries our gratitude: in
mediocrity our contentment: in misfortunes our submission.—
II. More.
V. The word of God is like a banker’s check book, which
Faith uses when it has an occasion to draw on God for a sup
ply; and there is prompt payment.—Anon.

I see thee, in thy pride of days,
A beautiful, young girl,
And many a witching grace is thine,
And many a clust’ring cuil;
I see thy smile of love again,
Shedding its pleasant light, .
Far dearer than heaven’s brightest Star,

NO. 46.

of the Old printed. Other portions are ready for
printing, and my husband is daily occupied, as he
is able, in translating. Now, too we have a gram
mar, a dictionary, and between sixty and seven
ty different kinds of tracts, school books, cate
chisms, commandments, &c. &c. We have, also,
five printing presses constantly in operation. We
have a place of public worship—two Mahratta ex
ercises during the Sabbath—about three hundred
boys, and 40 or 5fi girls who attend Sabbath school.
On Sabbath evening we have English preaching.
On Wednesday evening, a prayer-meeting. There
is also, a weekly nativefemale prayer-meeting, when
thirty or forty persons attend and sometimes ap
pear very solemn. Our brethren have always
been in a habit of going out into the highways
and lanes of that great idolatrous city, and preach
ing Christ to all, ‘as many as they could find,
both bad and good.’ There is a temperance so
ciety also in Bombay, formed upon the principle
of entire abstinence from the use of ardent spirits
opium, tobacco, and other intoxicating drugs.
There is another society, also, at the new station,
Ahmednuggur, or Nuggur, as we usually call it,
it is formed upon the same principle.

VI. None come to God without Christ-, none come to
Christ without faith: and none come to faith without the
means; none enjoy the means but where God hath sent them:
therefore, where there were no means of salvation before the
coming of Christ, there was no visible intendment of God or
The following description of the condition of Hindoo fe
dinarily to grant salvation. How great a blessing is the Gos males, and the useulness of female missionaries will be read
pel.—Sibbes.
with interest.
VII. Wcneedno reed, no pole, no measuring line, where
I cannot forbear saying something more about
with to take the dimensions of our days: nor skill in Arith the wretched condition of Hindoo females, in ad
metic, wherewith to compute the number of them. No: we dition to what I have said. Women, especially the
have the standard of them at our lingers’ ends; and there is no poorer classes, work out of doors; carrying'bur
multiplication of it;—it is but one hand-breadth in all.—M. dens, repairing roads, making mortar, and tending

To my soul’s gloom of night.
bear the song of happy hearts,
Affection’s whisp’ring voice,
While every sound that meets thine ear,
Commands thee to rejoice: .
Oh! there is music in thy life,
And music in thy words,
Thy life is like a stringed harp,
And all in tune, its chords.

masons—transplanting rice, standing in mud and
water, from morning till evening. ‘ Two women
MISSIONARY.
shall be grinding at the mill.’ Usually, two wo
men are sitting on opposite sides of the same mill,
MISSIONARY FRUITS.
(or little handmill,) having the '■upper and nether
The following extracts from a letter of Mrs. Graves of the
millstone;’ and aid each other in turning the up
Bombay Mission addressed to the Society of Inquiry, South
per stone by a wooden pin inserted for that pur
Hanover, Indiana, give in a few sentences, much information
pose. In this way, women grind nearly all the
in regard to the success of missionary efforts.
meal eaten by the vast population of India._
But hark! this is a holy place,
In giving some account of the ‘'state and pros Scriptures show that women were accustomed to
And here the angel-throngs,
Strike the full chorus ot their harps,
pects,’ of our missions, I must just take a retros carry nearly all the water, used for domestic pur
And swell their rapturous songs;
pect of the last sixteen years. When we first ar poses. ‘The time when women go forth to draw
• And there is one, an infant voice,
rived in Bombay, there were only two mission water,’ is morning and evening, when two or three
Its tones are sweet and low,
schools in the city. There was no place for wor hundred go out at the same time, and each helps
The verv same I loved to hear,
ship and only one printing press. There was no the other up with herpofa or pitchers upon her
A long,'long time ago.
grammar, no dictionary, and only a part of the head. Sometimes they have three or four pots
A sister-cherub sings of heaven,
gospel of Matthew printed, and one little tract of of different sizes, on their heads at the same time.
And calls thee to its bliss,
1 would not keep thee, dearest child,
I four pages. At that time no Hindoo female could Often when the woman comes to the door of her
read or sew. When we endeavored to persuade own ‘mud-walled cottage,’she cannot enter alone,
In such a world as this
’Tis better to be with thy Goi ,
girls to go to school, they would reply, ‘ What 1 (indeed, I think she can never take the pots off
Within his clasping arms;
women learn to read 1 Who ever heard of such herself,) she calls to her husband to come and
No sin distur that bright abode,
a thine-?’ When we asked them to come to our help her. He tells her that he is smoking, whit
No enemy alaiins.
,
houses, to learn to sew; ‘What!’ they would ask, tling or something of the kind, that he will come
Thou wilt not come to me again,
‘would you make tailors of our daughters?’&c. by-and-by, &c. Women never sit in company
KXWSr—*•
‘Women,’ they would say, ‘ were only born to be with their husbands in a social circle. If a wo
slaves, and wait upon their lords,' as they call man is ever so weary with her hard day's work,
their husbands. But now the state of things is she must cook her husband's food, and if it is not
feel the piercing sword .—
greatly changed.—We have, I believe between done to please him, he seizes his wife by her hair,
Oh! take me to my chdd and heaven,
L. R.
thirty and forty schools. Twelve of these, are drags her out of the house, or kicks and cuffs her
In thine own time, O Lord.
exclusively forfemales. These schools might be mul till she cries and howls most bitterly. When his
tiplied to any extent, if there were suitable persons rice is ready, she never ventures te sit down by
^nUuGIlfs ioR THE WEEK.
to superintend them. Females, now, are not only him, but must stand in the attitude of waiting.—.
"" „*
,/2,/v nut as nails fastened by the masters
learning to read the Word of God, but study arith Inquire of this wretched woman, how can you en______ metic, geography, and even learn to sew, too. i dure to be so crushed and trampled down ? she
---------"j^TThe G mbier Observer.
About three thousand girls and women have been ' replies, kai kuroo majhia kuparte tehele aha, ‘What
HUMBER VIII.
taught to read, since our schools were established j can I do? It is written in my forehead,’ i, e. it is
u U > fir a dost infadible rule, in expositions of
in 1826. Boys about 25,000. We have had three ■ fate!! 0 my dear Christian brethren, ho v arc
h°W ' ,1 at v here a literal construction will stand,
editions of the whole New Testament, and parts these females ever to hear the gospel ? Our busHenry.

IIow happy! could I but have watch’d
The blossom as it grew;
To purify its tender leaves,
With fragrant, heavenly dew;
Alas! it is an idle dream,
But it makes me feel the rod,
To think that thus it might have been—
Why was it not, O God!

;Cri?r’re’ the >«er is commonly the worst.
iest from the l~«vr

There is
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on , Capital punishment is of frequent occurrence
bands are seldom permitted to go into their hous eminent, and with some of the princes. I cal!
cour-Jhere: the mildest form is decapitation. The pri
them
occasionally
and
am
always
treated
es. Who, then, must enter into these abodes of
sons are crowded with miserable wretches; they
filth and wretchedness, and proclaim to them that teously. Although many of the great speak fa are not fed by government, but are let out at
Gospel which is able to make them wise unto sal vourably of tile Christian religion, yet I have learn
evening loaded with chains, to go about the city
vation?’ Is not this exclusively the work of pion- ed to place little confidence in lair words; them ! and beg. Those who have not friends to feed
are
no
people
on
earth
perhaps,
unless
it
is
the
females from our own highly favored land ? O
them starve to death. The number of jailors is
how appalling the thought, that while I am wr*t- French who are so much addicted to flattery
ing death is sweeping away such multitudes ol ; the B .rmans. Besides they are fond of disput-j immense; they are literally tormentors. They
immortal beings into eternal perdition!! O who ing and seldom fail to commend your logic if it have no feelings of humanity and are condemned
is on the Lord’s side ? /bless the Lord that he is7n point. Every Burman will reason well, con-: to this situation because they deserve death.—
has enabled me to say, ‘ Here, Lord, am I; send sidering the ground he has to maintain ; even t There is perhaps no place to be conceived more
me.’ Yes I would praise him forever that he has boys of twelve and fourteen years of age are ini odious than a Burman prison, unless it be the dun.
allowed me to see the heathen. O my brethren, tiated into all the mysteries of Boodhism, and 1 geons into which the Papists immerse the victims
count not your lives dear unto yourselves, so that have often been surprised to see with how much of their vengeance. A little distance further
you may winsome such deluded souls to Christ. accuracy they will detail'all the prominent fea fiom the city is a village where all lepers and de
What if you should suffer some light affliction in this tures of their religion. From their earliest infan formed persons live. Near this is a village where
world, in doing your Masters work? Did not cy they are taught to venerate the image and wor all beggars live, and just at hand is another vil
our blessed Saviour suffer infinitely more than we ship of Guadama, and at the same time their lage where those who make coffins and burn the
can conceive, to redeem us from eternal perdition? minds are imbued with the doctrines and precepts dead are obliged to live. z\ll these classes are
And shall we disobey his last dying command? which he taueht. I often hear mothers till 12 outcasts from society, from generation to genera‘ Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel o’clock at night repeating over passages of the tion. Some other time I will give you a little idea
to every creature.’ ‘Go teach all nations, &c. life of Guadama to their children. Every eighth of the city, the palace, and some of the more
lie does say to every son and daughter of Adam, I day is a worship day, and then all Ava is in mo- splendid monasteries and temples. I r.ow send
« Son—Daughter, go work in my vineyard.’ And tion thronging the pagodas, temples and zayats. you a plan of the city of Ava; it is rough, but
shall we say, we ‘will not?' Oil no rather let II never fail on those days to get an unusual num you may rely upon its being correct. liy the
ber of visitors. The Burmans are very fond of scale which is marked, you will know definitely
us say, ‘ Here, Lord, am I; send me.
I lorgot to say in the proper place, that men festivals. They are not perhaps behind the Pa the dimensions of the city, the breadth of the ri
do all the washing, except sometimes they make pists in these stupid exhibitions. All the ener ver, and some of the principal places in and near
the women do the hardest part, and then they gies of the people are expended in useless show the town. Pardon this hasty line, for I write in
starch and iron all the ladies dresses, caps, and and yet they never seem to be tired of it. Every the midst of the most pressing labours. * * *
N. Y. Bnp. Rtg.
laces. Men, too, are the tailors, making all tiie Burman has as many slaves as he can support,
garments of botli Europeans and natives. All the and whenever he goes out they are at his heels.
TEMPERANCE.
beautiful works of muslin, that come from India, Females also have their attendants. I have had
are done by the men. The order of tilings in al persons call to beg, while they have had five and
Freni the Home Missionary.
most every instance, is reversed. And this will seven slaves to wait on them.
TIIE
FIRST
CONVERT UNDER MY MINISTRY.
Parents
often
sell
their
children
for
ten
ticals,
be the case, till the Gospel is published to them
In the fall of 1828, I commenced my labors in
all. Where schools have been established, and (or about five dollars,) though I do not think it
the Gospel has been preached, we see a vast is. owing to a want of'parental feeling, but arises one of the western states. On my second visit to
from inability to support them; and yet it does C--------- , I was introduced to the family of----- ,
change already.
not cost one dollar a month to feed and clothe a the subject of the following narrative. lie was
PROTESTA N T MI SSI ONS.
Burman child. Burmans have no encouragement born in Connecticut, and bad married a pious wife,
The (London) Missionary Register for April to he industrious, for if one is known to have mo who had been educated in tiie family cf a clergy
contains a tabular view of Protestant Missions ney, or any tiling that can be converted into mo man. Soon after their marriage he began to be in
throughout the world, drawn up from such author ney, lie is harrassed and plundered by officers of temperate, and soon became too unsteady to re
ities as were accessible, but without any preten government to the last garment he wears. Hence main long in a place. They lived first in Lewis
sion to perfect accuracy. as from some of the Mis tiie great mass of the people are poor and wretch Co., N. Y., then in Oswego, then in Rochester
sions no returns had been made, and from others ed to the last degree. For three months past the thence they removed to Indiana. But here they
the reports were not complete. The mission of whole country has been in a starving condition, found no resting place. They located themselves
the earliest date is that of the Moravians in Gu.i having nothing to eat but roots which they dig up in Lawrcnceburgh, thence they removed toC---- ,
ana and the West Indies, which was founded in in thejungle. Thousands are perishing for want where they were comfortably situated. As in al
1732. The number of members at present in com of sustenance. This creates no alarm among the most every place, they would do well for a time,
munion in that Mission is estimated at about forty people; it is an evil that occurs every year, just J for Mr. W. was a first rate mechanic. But he
thousand. The whole number of professed con because they arc sure of being plundered by gov could not be contented. They then removed to
verts at all the Missionary stations is about one ernment men if they grow enough grain for the Cincinnati. Here he left his family, consisting of
hundred and five thousand. When we take into year’s consumption. These are some of the a wife and four small children, and went to New
account that protestant Missionaries are extreme blessings which every country must taste in a Orleans. He obtained great wages, but drank and
ly cautious not to receive any into communion, greater or less degree who are favored with a roy gambled them away, till, after a season he return
without giving satisfactory evidence of a change of al family and nobility. They are like swarms of ed to bis poor suffering family, almost as penny
heart, this result affords very encouraging evidence hungry flies that drink up the very life’s blood of less as he left them. No tongue can describe their
of the success of evangelical labor among the hea the community.
sufferings during these years of wandering, and
then.
Avowed infidels and pseudo-Christians
Among tiie great festivals that have taken place especially during the absence of the husband and
make loud outcry against the waste of money and since I have lived in Ava, that one in which roy father at New-Orleans. The fall that I commenc
labor incurred by attempts to propagate the Gos alty made the greatest display might perhaps be ed my labors in C. tiie family bad just returned
pel, as if the value of a never dying soul could be called the festival of the golden boats. The king, thither, as if drawn by the arm of the Lord. It
estimated by dollars and cents. We do not hesi queen, heir apparent, all the princes, princesses, was a small county seat, affording small advanta
tate to avow our conviction, that if but half of tiie and all the grades of nobility, were out on the ges compared with several places where they had
present professed converts from heathenism, (with water in gold boats, or more probably in boats cov previously lived, or where they might as easily
out taking into account the thousands who have ered with gold leaf. The king and queen were have done.
already finished their course with joy,) should unadorned, all the others were in their court dress
Mrs. W. was an invaluable woman, of strong
prove to be truly born again, through the instru es, which made them look more like monkeys and cultivated intellect, and ardent piety, and very
mentality of Christian missions, the value of the than men. I should judge there were four hun dear to many of her acquaintances. But Mr. W.
result would incalculably exceed all the labor and dred boats in the procession, and each boat was was morose, and when intoxicated was an object
expense with which it has been attended. But rowed by fifty or sixty men, whose dexterity of terror. It was truly lamentable to see the head
we desire always to bear in mind, and to remind equalled any thing of the kind I ever saw. The of such a familv, naturally possessing many amia
our readers,that the command of God,not the mea boats were richly adorned according to Burinan ble qualities,wit’ll a constitution better that usually
sure of success form the Christian’s ground for taste, and the whole taken together had an im enjoyed, exhibit so many signs of physical and
engaging and persevering in the Missionary en posing appearance. The great number and glit moral ruin. The redened eye and cheek, the
terprise.—Presbyterian.
tering appearance of the boats; the harsh notes blistered lip, and the trembling hand, told the ra
of the music; the united songs of the oarsmen; vages of twelve years’ indulgence in rum. He
BURMAII.
the splended equipage of royalty and the velo was so lost to shame, that he would go early on
Extract of a letter from the /lev. Mr. Kincaid, dat city with which they passed over the surface of Sabbath morning to the grocery, and refuse to re
ed Ava Oct. 28, 1833.
the water, appeared mote like the visions of fan- turn to breakfast, till he was so intoxicated as to
I have told you enough about my feelings and cy than of reality, This festival continues three be unable to be up for the remainder of the day.
will try to select a few tilings that will be more days and takes place once every year. Some
The first Sabbath, as I was an eastern missionainteresting to you. I have a house very near the thing of a similar kind takes place every few days ry, he kept sober and came to meeting. He was
centre of the city and in all respects am exceed and you may judge how they appear to tne, pleased, and came again. I soon heard of the fau» .._
L
• j inily, and called1 and
ingly well situated. The heat of Ava is a little I ibrought
up as Ir ihave ■been, where
all■■ the gaudy
antf found myself almost an old
trying to one who has lived in 75 deg. north lati-1 trappings and insipid titles of nobility, are held in } acquaintance. In particular conversation ,with
tude, yet my health and strength continue good. I just abhorrence, because they bespeak a people I him, lie listened with marked hardness and indifI am acquainted with most of the officers of gov-1 depressed and wretched.
tference, while his wife trembled lest my faithful
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ness would rouse his proud anti malignant temper
and ... a rage he would abuse me. He was unruf his house after their meals.” At these words, I jit.” “Oh!” replied M------, smiling, “let the
• - found his mind was a wilderness. After felt a painful stricture round my heart. Wretch! dead bury their dead; follow Jesus, look to the
I said to myself, the Lord had a soul which he
3 TheS^rn^w^chT7
VVeahim* would saye In thy church, and foreseeing tidy urn {salvation of thy soul, and for the rest, the good
. Lord will provide.”
the means of his awakenino- Pr.eac iet. lere» was l faithfulness, he caused Mr. M. to come one bun* | As we were returning to the town, I read to
deep and nunJent H g; His conv.cfons were ' dred and fifty leagues, to do this work. I reeeiv- M----- some pages of Milner. On hearing the
view before him. The mLner which Imlmdbee^'
a m?St ,lnPressive lesson, I prayed Mr. M. to confession of the martyrs of the fifth century, he
reating his children filled him with unutterable bring this man to me. He came. To describe the cried out in a transport of joy : “ That is admiradistress. He shunned his companions. He had feelings of his soul, which lighted up his features, able ! mybrethen and sisters,fifteen hundred years
and spoke in his gestures, is for me impossible.
now no desire for ardent spirits. Sorrow was con His soul was filled with the “first love.” I could ago, believed as I do, and experienced what I ex
suming his soul ; he tried to read his Bible, but he not for a moment doubt the reality of his conver perience.” M----- told me a multitude of inter
had neglected it so long that he had almost for- sion. I took notice that many passages of his esting circumstances, and I discovered that he
possessed remarkable powers. I have left the
gotten how to read. He could understand nothin-* New Testament were underlined.' He told
church where he resides, but he perseveres: he
de.nnpdl7aS elPlained to hjm\ ,Every
com j during eight days.’he had’been arfirsVaeeply dis- holds meetings; he is unwearied in his efforts;
demned him. He wept, and tried to pray, but all tressed,
’ and afterwards filled
- - with unspeakable
1 ? joy. his wife, his son, and many others have been ei
was midnight. Io this state he continued for about He pressed me with great earnestness to visit him, ther converted, or become well disposed, through
three weeks, when light broke in upon his soul, adding that I might conduct a meeting ot Catho his instrumentality.
and he was full of peace in believing.
lics at his house. He received with joy the pro
He had no raptures, he was like the man out of mise that I would comply with his request.
From the Churchman.
whom the evil spirit had departed, and he was
THE POOR WIDOW.
His house was filled with hearers, who appear
found “clothed and in his right mind.” He was ed to listen very attentively. M----- , above all,
In a retired quarter of the village of Wnow an astonishment to all the men in the town, was remarked for the eagerness of his attention to there resided some few years since a poor widow.
and to none more than himself. They saw and the word. I hope that the meeting was blessed; I became acquainted with her toward the close of
confessed the change, though many expected, and the Lord was with us. After meeting, as it was her earthly pilgrimage, and every day made it a
perhaps hoped it would be of short continuance. dark, M------ would bear me company. As we point to visit her. Mariya happy hour did I spend
His drunken companions tried many expedients were walking, I overheard him fetch asigh. “What in conversation with this humble disciple of Jesus.
to entice him again to the dram shop; and once, ails you?” said I to him—“Ah! sir, I wish to ask She had a lovely daughter, aged about twenty,
finding him theie to obtain wine for the commu a great favor of you, but I dare not. I have a bro and to see the devotedness with which this daugh
nion table, they hemmed him in, positively de ther in Paris; I wish he were informed what has ter watched the gradually departing parent could
claring that he should not leave without treating happened to me, and that he were exhorted to fol- not but be looked upon with admiration and de
the company. But he escaped, assuring them j low me in the way of salvation.” “ Be easy, M—, light. “My days are numbered,” said this pious
that he had drank his proportion, and he thought [ I shall write to him.” “Well, sir, I thank you; woman one morning as I entered her cottage
he should drink no more.” Here was his safety.— j but I have one thing more to request of you. I door; “ I feel that I must soon depart, and if my
His family altar was erected. U how changed have a sister and a brother-in-law two leagues from daughter, my sweet Fanny, had only a home, 0
the aspect of the domestic circle! how happy the this; they know not Jesus, for some days I have how happy I should be.” “ Make yourself at
pious wife, and the smiling children. I need not felt anxious to go and see them, but 1 am so ig ease on that subject,” said the kind Rev. C---describe their rapid improvement in every respect. norant—if you could”—“I will go with you, who was standing by her bedside, “I will attend
In a short time, he with another man of nearly his M------“Ah! sir, it is God who has put it into
to that.” The poor woman seemed overcome
age, a young convert, asked admission to the your heart; let us go very soon; when will you with joy, and in prayer lifted up her heart to God.
church, and I administered the ordinance of bap come?” “ We shall go to morrow, after the after In a few moments she exclaimed, “ Then I am
tism to theJirst convert of' my ministry.
noon service.” I left M----- , who departed full ready to go—yes, I am desirous to depart.”
A short account of the life of this pious woman
of joy.
Next day, after the afternoon service, we set may not be uninteresting. I give it as 1 gathered
RELIGIOUS.
___ ,, T_
out. On our way, I said to him: “You believe it from her own lips.
CONVERSION OF A CATHOLIC.
then, M------ , that yours,ns are pardoned?” “O
At the age of thirteen she was left an orphan,
We think our render, will be pleased «nd eddied by the fincer[ajn|„
|jut w|,itt JiJ
obtain both of her parents having died very suddenly
lowin'* narrative, which we translate from the Archives da \J..P
.
• i t
i i
.
Chrisiianisme, of the 11th of last January, The Editor of, this forgiveness?
“I said: Lord I am a great within a month of each other. Thus left alone as
the Archives gives it as an extract from a letter, and vouches , Sinner : but, behold all my si IS,—1 lay them at the it were, on the wide earth, melancholy indeed was
for its truth__ Standard.
j foot of the cross,—give me in exchange thy blood her situation. He, however, who provideth for
Mr Editor._ I have thought that the following ] and thy righteousness!” “ Dear brother.” said I, the fatherless and widows, provided for Jane
narrative mig ht be interesting to the readers of' seizing his hand, “God has taken you at your word, through the instrumentality of a kind maiden lady
the Archieves, a recent testimony of the fiiith ful the exchange is made, and you are blessed. But who, feeling an interest in the little orphan, sent
ness of God towards an inquiring soul, and of his had you any religious thoughts before your conver her to learn a trade. Jane took great delight in
power to save, however unworthy the instrument sion ?” “Yes; but especially after bearing your reading her Bible. It was the dying advice of
sermon Ascension day, I was affected, and desir her dear mother to make the Bible the subject of
which he may deign to employ.
On ascension-day, (1831,) upon coming out of ed to get possession of a Bible. Before that time, her frequent meditations—her companion—her
the church, I was accosted by a shabby looking I was a devoted Catholic, I went to mass, to confes own familiar friend. Every night, therefore, Jane
person, who, with an earnest, but humble and tim sion, and at processsions, I carried the cross. But would retire to her room, and with no eye upon
id air, asked me if I could procure linn a Bible.— I have exchanged that heavy cross of iron for the her but that of her heavenly Father, she would
I acknowledge, to my shame that alter casting on true cross, which I carry in my heart; and O how read, meditate and pray. “Sweet,” she used to
say to me, when on her dying bed, “were those
him a look of indifference, I said, pointing to Mr light it is!”
Being arrived at the cottage, which formed the moments; they are as honey to my recollection.”
M “Look, follow that gentleman; he will sell
von one. ’ He thanked me, and departed. In termination of our walk, we entered. I had be Some years thus passed and not a morning or an
the course of the day, Mr. M.sa.d tome: “I saw fore me M----- , his sister, and his brother-in-law; evening did she let slip by, without reading her
!
vou directed to me; he was not, these two latter standing stock still, and directing Bible, and praying to her God.
the man w?
At ihe age of twenty-four years Jane became
./niuu. l.p wanted three; I hesitat- their looks alternately from M----- to me, and from
cTto g^elVenb becauVelw
to Pay me to M—, seemed astonished at the sight of acquainted with a young man, a respectable shoe
ett to
give at
tuvlast» rI yielded to his Jmnnrmnitv.
for
them;'
importunity, but
but their brother, whose whole air announced a man maker in a neighboring village, to whom she was
if I may judge from his exterior, I much fear that who had some great news to communicate. He shortly united in the holy bands of matrimony.—
already had his new testament in his hand, and Prosperity and happiness now seemed to lay
n,yol what a’ra'h judgment we had formed; M-, appeared to wait with anxiety for me to commence stretched out before her as a lovely stream. But,
HI is’is he nmn-skame.) had a. firs, intended to the conversation. Seeing that I did not do it, he alas! how uncertain are the enjoyments of this
—how frail and dependent is man! Surround
take but one Bible; but on seeing a great number began himself, and wisdom flowed from the mouth life
at Mr. M.-s, he thought of his relations anti^rtcoda. of this babe in faith. lie spoke for more than ed by a thousand contingencies, over which he has
no control, his most prosperous hopes may in one
To carry to them the book of God .—this idea half an hour with a force that charmed his little single hour become blasted for ever. O! ye vo
fifedhi™ with joy, and if he could have been auditory. I was deeply affected. We prayed, taries of the world and its fleeting pleasures, take
Permitted he would have taken many more than and I retired to sleep in a neighboring country warning, for “ ye know not what shall be on the
three of them, and for an end very different from house. Next morning, I rejoined M----- at the morrow.’
house of his relations. They had not gone to bed
Two years after Jane’s marriage, in the very
that for which we
maker, hastened I until the night was far advanced; the sister was
Poor Mtime had elapsed i convinced of the truth of her brother’s words; the flood-tide of prosperity, har husband received a
away with
wttn his
ms , ‘
i.:m w].en Mr. M,' astonished husband said nothing, but with Ins Head warning, in the form of consumption, to prepare
and I W rThS I Se service of his Master, depressed ma le signs of assent. We spoke again, for death. Yes, the fact was evident, he was in a
morC faithful than
walks wed,' and' after
c' bavin- prayed, we took our leave and decline. Physicians were consulted, and the only
when the sister called her brother gleam of hope that remained was a change of
climate. Accordingly they sold off every thing
and went to the South. A few weeks convinced
them that it was of no use—V» illiaui grew worse.
That insatiable tyrant (if I may be allowed the
Gospel*to’a^ruultitude ‘of Catholics,'who meet atltlie.who will bury me?
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fold did I not believe that in doing this, the spir- I with several other religious denominations. But
expression) had arrested his progress—it was itual kingdom of Christ would be just so much this, too, is no ground of discouragement. “Jaslowly drawing him into the grave. It would now
farther extended. It is pure and undefiled veil-i cob was small;” nevertheless be was to “arise."
and then lighten its grasp, and for a while there
we are small, is only another consideration
would appear hope, hut, alas! it was only to take -ion—that vital godliness which will stand by a j That
to urge us on to. renewed and ,increased
man
in
a
dying
hour,
and
abide
the
test
of
that
. efforts.—
hold more firmly and to draw around the scene
tin darker curtain of despair. For nine years did fire which the judgment day will kindle, that we | God has promised that we shall arise Let us
wish to extend til?every lost being of our race is keep our eye steadily fixed upon this pnomise, and
Vilhntn linger along or the very borders of eter- j
But
* - ” of” the
' Almighty.
*' • •
go forthL ’in the strength
Let us
nity, unable even (for the greater part of the brought under its transforming power. But we
never forget, in all the efforts we put forth to
time) to dress himself. His poor wife had now cannot do this—we cannot thus extend this holy
evangelize the world, and extend the Redeemer’s
spent all of their little savings for medicines, trav religion, without extending the Redeemer’s church.
kingdom, that it is Ilis work in which we are en
If
men
are
converted
they
will
obey
Christ;
they
elling, &c. &c., and it was only by going out to
days’ work that she was enabled to get a support. will confess him before men; they will enter into gaged, and His power by which we shall prevail.
3. I wish it to be most distinctly understood,
It was her custom at family worship to read a covenant with him; they will receive the appoint
that
in agitating the inquiry—how can xve extend
ed
seals
of
the
covenant;
and
in
doing
this
they
chapter nr the Bible after which she and her little
the borders of our church—we by no means con
daughter sung a hymn, and her husband would will necessarily become oi his church.
Thus' it is abundantly obvious, that we cannot template a warfare with any of our Christian bre
then pray. “He often used,” said she, “the
extend
true religion—we cannot win souls to thren of other denominations. We have no de
Common Prayer-book in preference to his own
language as that fully expressed his feelings, and Christ, without immediately enlarging the church. sire to contend, neither will we with those who
then there was no danger, as dear William said, of To propagate Christianity without a church, is im bear the image of Christ, and hold the great es
possible. Without a church we could have no sential truth of the gospel, “though they follow
over praying or under praying."
Eleven years, wanting a week from the day of ministry, no sacraments, no ordinances, no preach not us. The war we purpose to wage, is with sin
Jane’s marriage, she buried her husband. “He ed gospel. If, therefore we calculate to do any and Satan.
As we look round upon the earth, we see a vast
died,” said she; “ O how glorious! O that I could thing towards evangelizing the world, we must do
thus die ! Trusting all to his dear Saviour, he left it in connection witli some church. It is, there scene of moral desolation. The tide of death has
without a strug"----- here the poor woman’s feel fore, obviously the duty of every one, conseien- rolled over our world. Sin has cut all the ties
ings gave way to a flood of tears: she couldsay tousiy to determine, which of all the various that bound man to his Creator. The earth has
churches around him, appears to come nearest, in become one wide theatre of rebellion. We wish
no more.
The principal part of this narrative I got from its original constitution and frame-work, in its doc to stay the progress of this terrible revolt. We
Jane in a conversation with her about a fortnight trines and discipline, to the model which Christ wish to press the empire of God into this scene of
himself left. When he lias ascertained this, and moral desolation. We wish to break down the
before her death. She was then quite feeble.
Her last hours were hours of peace and tran lias connected himself witli it, then lie ought to strong holds of Satan, and plant the banner of
quillity. Her pastor, the Rev. C------, was with labor witli untiring effort for its prosperity, and to Christ on every battlement of sin. And ail who
her the greater part of two days, and lie assured send forth through it, as a channel of conveyance, are engaged in this work, though they move not
niche never witnessed such a triumphant death. the healing waters of life. When, therefore, the in our ranks, nor under our particular standard,
It was indeed a privilege—a great privilege, to inquiry is proposed, by what means can we extend we bid God speed. There is room enough, and
stand by the dying-bed of such a mortal and to the church—tlie idea intended to be conveyed is work enough, for all evangelical Christians, and
hear from her lips, in the very agonies of death, not, by what measures can we most successfully we would not throw the slightest obstacle in the
propagate a sect, but in what way can we most ef way of any. On the contrary, we rejoice at the
songs of triumph and praise.
And what was it that consoled her? that smooth fectually spread the tidings of salvation through a success which attends the untiring efforts of ma
ny of our brethren, in extending the kingdom of
ed the dying pillow? that took away the sting of lost and dying world.
Regarded as a party or sect I have no desire to Christ; and we look forward with bright anticipa
death ? It. was religion—it was her Bible—it was
see the Episcopal Church extended. But regard tion to that happy period when we shall together
her Saviour.
O. M. P.
ing it as an institution, approximating nearest to stand on Mount Zion, and sing the song of Moses
the primitive model—as being the form which and the Lamb.
MR. CLARK’S CONVOCATION SERMON.
Wc have been favored with a copy of a sermon preached in Christ himself planned—as being most wisely and
From the Episcopal Recorder.
St. Michael’s Church, Bristol, before the Rhode-Island Con happily adapted to the propagation of evangelical
vocation on the evening of March Gth, by the Rev. J. A. truth—to the conversion of sinners and to the BISHOP OTEY’S ADDRESS TO THE CONVEN
Clark, Rector of Grace Church, Providence. The preach building up of saints in their most holy faith—as
TION OF TENNESSEE.
er’s object in this discourse which is founded on Amos vii. 5. containing in its articles and liturgy, immoveable
Bishop Otey, in the first part of Lis address, gives an in
“ By whom shall Jacob arise’ for he is small,” is to show that fixtures and landmarks, which stand as impassable teresting account of the circumstances attending his consecra
one of the most successful methods of reviving, strengthening barriers in the path of those varied forms of error, tion and his first Episcopal visitation. We have only room
which are smarting up in every direction—in short, for an extract from the conclusion, which is as follows:
and enlarging the Church, is such clerical associations, as in
regarding it as emphatically the church of Christ,
From an actual inspection of our condition, in
that state are denominated Convocations. Before proceeding
by means of which his kingdom is to be extended every portion of the diocese which I have visited
to show in what way the Convocations are calculated to extend
through the world, it is my earnest desire “to I think we have great cause “to thank God and
the Church and promote the cause of religion, the author offers
spend and be spent,” to live and labor for tin's ob- take courage.” We have many difficulties to en
two or three preliminary remarks which exhibit such just jeCt—to'estabhrSh every where even in the remot
counter, but faithful exertion in humble reliance
v.ews of the object and design of the visible Church of Christ, j est
est Darts
parts of
of the
the earth
earth,. this
this rln
church of our blessed upon the grace and help of God will enable us to
and so excellent, and catholic a spirit in connection with the Redeemer.
overcome them all. Especially it is incumbent up
most ardent attachment to the Episcopal Church, that wc are
“For her, my tears shall fall;
on the ministry in our circumstances to set an ex
For her, my prayers ascend:
constrained to transfer them to our columns; reserving for
ample of “all holiness and godly conversation,"
To her, my cares and toils he given,
want of room the reasons adduced to sustain the main posi
Till toils and cares shall end.”
to tlie people of their charge. In no way can we
tion of the discourse for ournext number.
2. I remark, that we have the same ground of so effectually correct misrepresentation and remove
I. I wish it distinctly understood, that if we have
prejudice. We must, in a word, my brethren, live
“the mind in us which was also in Christ Jesus,”, confidence,
o ,, . . when
i • ,we appeal to God in the language
- down prejudice and evil speaking. The standard
wc shall not desire to extend the Episcopal, or any j
' t
a whlol‘!.he Pr°Phet had'
By whom
Aiimr
__ 1
» i /
Most unquestionably, by- of holiness, which a minister in tlie Church of God
other church, on sectarian
principles. And
in I shall Jacob arise?
ought to strive habitually to reach, is notone of a
saying this, I only reiterate the sentiments which the power of God. We have tlie divine pro merely negative character—constituted a watch
mise,
that
the
all-powerful
Saviour,
by
his
pre

we have heard this day from the lips of our be
sence and life-giving grace, will be with the men man on tlie walls of Zion, to warn of approaching
loved and venerable Diocesan.*
danger—appointed a steward in the household ot
We do not desire any sectarianism in the Epis of apostolic succession, “even unto the end of the his divine Master—set to be an example to others
world.
”
*
And
the
Great
Head
of
the
Church
copal Church. We have seen it there, and we
in every good word and work, and a light to those
have seen it all around us. We have met with it hath pledged his own eternal veracity, that it shall who are to shine as lights in a dead and darkened
rise
and
extend
itself,
and
that
“
the
gates
of
hell
among all the various denominations of Christians
world, he meets not the full measure of his re
with whom we have ever had any intercourse. shall not prevail against it. ’j- This then is the sponsibilities, if he so lives as not to be chargea
And the conclusion which has been forced upon ground of encouragement, which leads us to ex ble with those moral deviations which the laws of
our mind from all that we have seen, is, that sec pect that tin church of which we are mem- society and an ordinary sense of propriety will
bers, will arise—it has in its favor tlie promise of
tarianism—, and this constitutes
the
sum total °f|! nip
.
-------ran
censure and condemn. A purer and more elevat
some men s religion—is the very spirit of anti- ! the faithful, unchanging, and all-powerful Ite- ed test of character is proposed continually for
Christ. We do not wish to propagate the Enisi • .
.
...................
copal Church on sectarian principles: As a minis- ' • 1 ’S
that thls church ,s now “sma11 srnaI1 his consideration. The example of Christ ana
ter of this Church, I can truly say, I would not i 7 comPari8On )vlth
embattled fiendish hosts his Apostles are the “ sacred balances of the sanc
lift my finger, though in doing it I could raise un 1 iat are c’aSVed against it. So David was but a tuary,” by which his attainments in Christian
ten thousand Episcopal Churches, and multinlv ' str,P1,nS’ *?aving no other weapon than a sling and zeal and holiness must be weighed, and so far as
them through every part of this land an hundred a s.lone’ w lcn lle went fo.rt,^.to m^et Goliah, clad he is “ found wanting” here, it should be to him
arin an occasion of self-abasement and humiliation,
------, in brazen armour, and wielding with a giant’s_ arm,
• Allusion is here made to the Consecration Sermon of Bi his tremendous war-weapons. Yet he°went forth iand a ^oud and awakening call to greater dilishop Griswold, which was characterized as all his sermons are, in the name of the God of Israel, and prevailed.' gence> watchfulness and prayer. The very sancby a tone of deep and evangelical piety—by a kind and truly I The church is “smail” in this country, compared;11^ of the ministerial office, will in some meacatholic spirit, and also by an enlightened, consistent, and de- » ______
| sure operate as a guard against the approach ot
oided attachment to the Episcopal Church.
i
Matthew xxviii. 20.
f Matthew xvi. 18.
' gross temptations; and the character of the age

in which we
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which scrutinizes with jealousy '
every pretensiot to more than ordinary purity of and true in declaring the whole council of God,
' have delivered our own souls,—we are guilt
hnH>Vfc- a?|1 lnt%rflly °f conduct while at demand less of the blood of the lost; and he that judgeth
do » n the minister ot the sanctuary, has the
righteously and rewarded) with equity, will not
ntor i
teD^ency to render him watchful forget our labour of love in the great day of eter
<T„r. l:n!s.e1, -. Put there is, nevertheless, a dan nity !
gerto which he is exposed, far more subtle in its
If this were all. the Christian ninister might
nature and more insidious in its approach, than well account it abundant honour, that he was
any allurements to manifest and palpable viola- thought worthy to be put in trust with the Gospel
ions of duty. In his intercourse with society, and ample amends for all his toil, to hear his “well
even in toe best state in which we can expect to dene pronounced by the unerring “judge of
imd it, he has need of constant exertion, to pre quick and dead.” But there is an additional pro
serve the tone of his feelings, and to exhibit that mise to encourage him, m the assurance that he
seriousness of mind—that dignity of deportment shall be instrumental in the salvation of others.
and gravity of demeanour, without which all his 1 he great apostle of the Gentiles addressing Timo
other qualifications for usefulness will be of little thy, his beloved son in the Gospel, tells him that
avail, and will produce but slight impression. In in the faithful annunciation of the doctrine he had
the ordinary mingling of the world, there prevails been taught, he should both save himself and
a species of levity, which in others may, perhaps them that heard him. “Thou shalt both save
be deemed harmless trifling, but which in the thyself and them that hear thee.” Sad experi
Christian minister must be regarded as a serious ence and repeated disappointment teach us the
dereliction of duty—forgetfulness of his high and vanity of expecting that all who hear “the word
holy calling and virtual abandonment of the sol of salvation, ’ will be brought within the accom
emn obligations of his office. Let me not be un plished blessing of this promise. It establishes a
derstood, however, my brethren, as inculcating general principle, to be appropriated by us, ac
an austerity of manners, amounting to a repulsive cording to the measure ot our faith, and the ar
severity; this perhaps is equally injurious with le- dour of our charity. To every labourer in the
vity. A happy mean between the two, issuing in spiritual vineyard, it is fraught with encourage
the exhibition of that cheerfulness, which indicates ment, that he shall not labour in vain, nor “spend
a contented and thankful heart, and a conscience his strength for nought.” “Ye,” says the Apos
at peace, is, 1 conceive, the reasonable object of tle to the Thessalonians, “are our glory and joy,”
desire and of possible attainment in this case. I and to a mind animated by the inspiring hopes
should not have deemed remark upon this subject which eternity discloses, nothing can he more
necessary, hut that I know, that the habits of so elevating and delightful than the thought of pre
cial intercourse are too often such in the world, senting at last before the throne of the Almighty
as to tempt to a freedom of speech and action Judge, those to whom he has ministered the word
which are afterwards censured as frivolous and of life, applying to them the language of the sa
unbecoming.
cred volume, “Behold I and the children whom
Against slothfulness and self indulgence, the the Lord hath given me.” It is of little conse
openings through which Satan too often approach quence whether such a process as this shall be lit
es the heart and affects a lodgment there, and in erally accomplished in the great consummation ot
sensibly undermines our holiest and best resolu the Church’s redemption; or whether all inter
tions—against worldiness in every form and de mediate agency and instrumentality shall he merg
gree—against compromise with sin in every shape ed and forgotten in the profound admiration of
and appearance of speciousness, we must, bre Him, that “worketh all in all;” it is enough for
thren, in the strength of God, and in the power us to know and to rejoice, that the Saviour’s
ot his might, be ready armed and constantly op kingdom will be enlarged—the multitude of re
posed. In the affections of our hearts, we must not deemed souls augmented—the bliss of heaven in
be “of the world,” even as Christ was not “of creased—and its hallelujahs swelled to a louder
the world:” hut must live as sojourners, as way note of rapture—and this by our ministrations,
faring men, having our hopes and desires directed feeble and unworthy as they are. “We have
to a better country, that is a heavenly. The plea this treasure in earthen vessels that the excellency
sures, and honours, and interests of this visible of the power may be of God and not of us.”
The word of God teaches us to expect, that as
scene, must he of little value in our esteem, if we
would obey the caution of the Apostle, to flee there are many mansions in our Father’s house, so
the great instruments of the world’s allurements— there are different degrees of glory and happiness
“the love of money and the love of pleasure”— in that world, where glory and happiness are the
and to follow after “ righteousness, godliness, faith, portion of all. “God will render to every man
love, patience, meekness.
Let us then first and according to his works,” not only in kind, but also
foremost “take heed to ourselves;” and as a mo in measure ; for he whose pound had gained ten
tive and around of encouragement, in the mighty pounds had authority given him over ten cities,
work with which we are charged, let us think fre while he who with the same sum had gained but
quently of the reward which awaits our faithful five pounds, received but a proportionate reward.
labours. Eternal life is not the special reward Among these gradations, the highest seems to be
held forth to the hope of the devoted minister, in assigned to those who labour for souls. “ They
the diligent performance of the work assigned that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the
him This is oflered to him in common with all firmament: and they that turn many to righteous
who are faithful in the use of the appointed means ness as the stars for ever and ever.” This my
and instruments of salvation. But as there can brethren is a glory worthy of our best exertions—
not exist any such thing as personal religion, in this is a service in which we cannot he too prodigal
a minister without fidelity in the discharge of of our labour, our time and our most self-denying
the special duties of his stat.on-as h.s own soul sacrifices; nay, we need not “ count our lives dear
cannot be safe, unless he is conscientiously watch- unto ourselves, so that we may finish our course
ine for the souls of others, and striving by every with joy, and the ministry which we have receiv
lawful method to lead then, in the ways and works ed of the Lord Jesus, to testify the Gospel of the
of godliness; that which is offered to the hope of grace of God.”
That God may be with you and bless your la
every bumble and real believer, is, in the case of a
minister, promised to faithfulness in his higi an bours with abundant fruit, to the increase of his
holy calling, combined as this will of necessity be honour and glory in the salvation of souls, is, bre
with practical piety and personal holiness. And thren, the fervent prayer of your affectionate bro
ther and faithful servant in Jesus Christ.
it must be matter, my brethren ot unfailing con
Jas. II. Otey.
solation to know, that amidst the manifold dis
couragement of our warfare, our final acceptance
THE LORDS PRAYER.
k made to depend, not upon the success of our,
Many
may
say the Lord’s prayer, who do not
labours for the salvation of sinners, which then
may it; they are afraid lest God should hear
10
ob«tinacv
and
perverseness
may
disappoint,
own obhurnwy ana ,p
wfl| Qur mln. them; they do not care that God should say
^ VU1T
word of salvation which we preach Amen, or so be it, though they themselves will
say so. They say, ‘ Our Father:’ but if he be
w liy doubtless be to many only “the savour of
^eath uMo death,” but i/we have been fiuthful their Father, where is his honour? They say,
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‘ Which art in heaven,’ but did they believe it,
how durst they sin as they do upon earth ? They
say, ‘ Hallowed be thy name;’ yet take God’s
name in vain. They say, ‘Thy kingdom come;’
yet oppose the coming of his kingdom. They
say, ‘ Thy will he done on earth as it is in heaven ;’
yet will not stand to their words, for this is the
will of God,-their sanctification—but they want
none of that. They say, ‘Give us this day our
daily bread ;’ yet mind not the feeding of their
souls with the bread (Christ Jesus) which came
down from heaven. They say, ‘ Forgive us, as
we forgive others ;’ but alas ! if God should take
them at their word, how undone were they whose
hearts burn with malice and revenge. They say,
‘Lead us not into temptation;’ yet run into it,
and tempt Satan himself to tempt them. They
say, ‘ Deliver us from evil;’ and yet deliver them
selves to evil, and give up themsevesto ‘ fulfil the
lust of the flesh,’ &c. Yea, it hath been observ
ed, that they sin most against this prayer, who
stickle most for the saying of it.
Reader, how often hast thou been guilty of
such vain petitions and repetitions. Wonder not,
if thou prayest in such a manner as this, that thou
receivest nothing. Labour to get a deep sense
of the majesty of God and of his mercy upon
thy mind, that thy prayer may be fervent and ear
nest, and God will bless thee.—Presbyterian. ,
HOW TO COMMEND

TIIE GOSPEL TO ATTENTION.

When Mr. Gutzlaff, in his third voyage to Chi
na, went on shore for the first time at a particular
place, the people were distrustful, and some of
them hinted that the Christian books “merely
contained the doctrines of western barbarians,
which were quite at variance with the tenets of
the Chinese sages.” Mr. G. “did not undertake
to contest this point with thorn, but proceeded to
administer relief to a poor man who was almost
blind. The man was affected by this unexpect
ed kindness, and turning towards Mr, G. said,
“judging from your actions your doctrines must
be excellent; therefore I beseech you give me
some of your books; though I myself cannot read,
I have children who can.”—“From this moment,”
says Mr. G. “the demand for the word of God
increased, so that I could never pass a hamlet
without being importuned by the people to impart
to them the knowledge of divine things. In the
wide excursion which I took, I daily witnessed the
demand for the word of God. The greatest fa
vor we could bestow upon the natives, was to give
them a book, which as a precious relict was trea
sured up and kept for the perusal of all their ac
quaintance and friends.
God is called a rock, to teach us, that, as this
continues steadfast and immoveable,while the whole
surrounding ocean is in a state of perpetual fluc
tuation : so, though all the creatures of God, from
the lowest to the very highest of the intelligent
kind, are subject to change; capable of new ad
ditions with respect to their knowledge, their pow 
er, or their blessedness: God alone is absolutely
the same, yesterday, to-day, and for ever.—Ve^n.
British Temperance Societies.
The first European Temperance Society was
established at New Ross in Ireland, in 1839, by
the exertions of G. W. Carr.
In England, there are now more that 400 so
cieties, and more than 80,000 members.
In Scotland, about 400 societies and 54,000
members.
In Ireland, 20,000 members.
The Canadas and other district colonies, com
prise several thousand members, so that the en
tire number of British subjects pledged to total
abstinence, exceeds 150,000.

Many have yielded to go a mile with Satan .
who never intended to go with him twain ; but.
when once on the way with him, have been enveigled further and further, until they know not
how to leave him. Thus he leads poor creatures
down into the depths of sin, by winding stairs,
so that they see not the bottom and end of that, to
which they are going.—Gurxall.
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ry name, unite in the co.iviction, that, unless as a nation, we selves. I somewhat doubt their ability for this. 'There can,
GAMBIER OBSERVER. ____ seek the blessing of the Holiest, the best hopes of humanity however, he no reasonable doubt but that an Episcopal cler
must suffer disappointment. There is but one escape from gyman of a suitable character, might labor there with very
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, AUGUST 2.5, 1834.
this result,—in national repentance, national humiliation, na encouraging prospects of success, and of extensive usefulness.
tional submission to Christ. As individuals, we ourselves must 1 trust that it is hardly necessary for me to remark, that men
Convention ok Nkw-Jersex'.—The journal of this Con do our part bv turning truly to the Lord. A public Christian of talents and of devoted piety, are the only ones that can la
vention—a pamphlet of 100 pages—has been received—It recogniti m of our dependence on Him as a nation, and ot our bor here with the prospect of accomplishing much in the end.
duty as a nation, towards Him, will have its weight with oth The country is already overrun with ignorant, weak-minded
furnishes good evidence that this diocese is rapidly on the in
ers; and may prevail, if we pour out our hearts be me Him, preachers, who, I fear, make quite as many infidels as they do
crease, and prospering, as we would hope, in the blessings of in winning, through the intercession ot the divine Saviour, that Christians. We need men of strong faitli and of fervent love
the Spirit, as well as in the benefits of a wise external organi blessing, without which all we do is vain, lliere can be no to God and the souls of men ; those who come not with the
day more appropriate tor this purpose than that which is so design to see tiie country and return again soon, but to spend
zation and efficient zeal.
extensively celebrated as “the birth day of our independence. ! their days and their strength here in the service of their Lord
The number of clergymen now connected with the Dio Let us do what we can to rescue it from licentiousness and and Master.
cese is 24. The address of Bishop Doane, besides the usual misrule. Let as do what we can to inscribe on all its obser
From the Rev. Mr. Robertson in Greece under date of March
reference to subjects of local importance, embraces several vances, and on all its issues, “Holiness to the Lord." Such 1, 1834, the following pleasing accounts have been leceivcd.
was
originally
the
pious
purpose
of
the
framers
ot
the
Lit

topics of general interest. In relation to Convocations ol the
urgy. In the “Proposed Book,” so called, there is “a Form
We are continuing to print Robinson’s Scripture Charac
clergy, and “frequent religious services," the following re of Prayer and Thanksgiving to Almighty God, for the in- ters. We have got through tire first volume as far as tiie end
marks and plan are given.
estimable blessings of religious and civil liberty, to be used of Jacob ; and are now printing Joseph. 'They occupy many
I now, for the first time, feel that I am prepared to adopt, yearly on the fourth day of July.” I know not why it was more pages in Greek than in English. We print 2000 copies
and, if God strengthens me, to execute a thorough plan of omitted in the final revision. It is a service well adapted of each. Nearly half of Adam, Cain, Abel and Abraham
Episcopal visitations. My acquaintance with the several por for the occasion; and, with suitable alterations, will be set have been sent from the depository, and 1 have heard many
tions of the diocese, and with the interests, wants and capa forth for use in this diocese. One improvemnt has sug expressions of interest in them. They were translated hy
bilities of each, is now such as to give confidence to my pur gested itself to me as worthy of being incorporated with Mr. Psyllas, late Minister of the’interior, now Nomarch of
poses and system to my arrangements. There are several ob the plan. The day on which we acknowledge the goodness Athens, in the house of tiie Bishop at Athens. The Bishop
jects to be secured, by such a plan as I propose. The more of God in establishing our own freedom, is a day on which we heard a considerable portion read, and expressed himself as
intimate acquaintance on my part with the parishes not only, should do what we can towards letting “the oppressed go free.” well pleased. Tiie new Bisiiop of Carysto proposes to give
but with the people of my charge. More frequent intercourse As a nation, we are held by peculiar obligations to promote particular attention to the formation of a school in this tlioamong the Clergy, with opportunities of mutual instruction the civil and religious liberation of Africa. The duty has - cese, which is now entirely destitute, and tiie people excessively
and encouragement. The advantage to myself of consulta been very generally recognized among American Christians, i rude and ignorant. He requested also of Mr. Leeves copies
tion with them. The benefit to the people, of more frequent by the practice of making collections, after the religious ser j of the Scriptures, especially of tiie new translation from the
religious services, at proper periods, and under suitable regu vices of the day, for the benefit of the American Colonization j Hebrew of the five books of Moses. Before fiisdeparture for
lations. For these and other reasons, I propose to unite pe Society. Of that institution, I design to express no opinion— i Euboea he came to take personal leave of me, expressing hit
riodical convocations of the clergy, with my stated Episcopal vis none certainly of an unfavorable character. But the fact, that warm gratitude to myself and the Society, begging to know
itations. And I request the attention of my reverend brethren the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of our Church, how lie could serve me; requesting that 1 would visit his dio
to the statement of my plan, and their aid, in its execution.— has been for many years desirous of establishing a Mission cese and afford them fin tlier aid, and recommending to me
It is designed for their profit and for the profit of their peo there, with the recent resolution of the Board of Directors, some priests whom he had requested to call upon me for books.
ple, as well as for my own greater convenience and usefulness; instructing the executive Committee to send two Missionaries 'They have .since been to my bouse, and I have supplied them.
no part of which, without their cordial co-operation can be to Africa with all convenient speed, has seemed to me, to call Besides these 1 have circulated a large number of Greek,
especially for our approbation and patronage.
I propose, French, English, and even Girman tracts, one, two, or three
secured.
In accordance with this purpose the Bishop divides the Dio therefore, that the services of the day be partly of a Missionary i at a time, of which I have no special account. I have also a
character; and that a collection be recommended in all the 1 box prepared to send, by the first good occasion, to Paros,
cese into three districts, each to constitute a separate visitation Churches of the Diocese,—the proceeds of which, shall be from whence I liavehada most pressing letter for aid for their
during which a convocation at a stated time and place will be transmitted to the Treasurer of the Society above named, in school. Many more would have been sent abroad, but we are
aiil of Missions to Africa.
nearly out of bound copies, and cannot afford to engage a
held.
binder at present. I have also got into circulation a few co
The Clergy of the Churches visited, are earnestly requested
The Missionary Record for August lias been received.— pies of the Scriptures, among others my only German liible,
to accompany me through as much of the visitation as may he
practicable; and to take part in the several services. They It contains several reports from Domestic Missionaries in which I purchased many years since in London. I was well
will oZZ be expected to meet me at the Convocation; with as Michigan, Ohio, Tennessee and Illinois. The following from repaid, however, hy the delight of the poor individual who
j obtained it, a Prussian Protestant. I have had a visit froina
many of the other Clergy of the diocese, as may find it con
venient. It is my desire to administer the Lord’s Supper at the report of the lle.v. John Batchelder, at Jacksonville in the Greek gentleman who pleaded will) me very earnestly to write
every visitation; and the rite of confirmation, in all the par last named State, is calculated to create a deeper interest for home for a Missionary to be sent to Crete. At Canea, tiio
ishes, once in every year. The time for these services, in eve that wide and promising, but almost unoccupied field of labor. principal port he says lie would lie very usefully and comforta
bly situated while lie could administer more or less to the spi
ry case, will be the morning of the first day of the visitation.
Jacksonville, May IfiZ/t.—It gives me pleasure to announce,
A special appointment for the afternoon, will be made in ano that in spite of the difficulty of the times, the friends oZ' our ritual and intellectual wants of a region almost as extensive as
tiie Morea. Tiie country is said to lie very beautiful, and the
ther part of the Address.
cause in this place are determined t > go forward witli their
In this way, devoting from four to five weeks to each district, plans for the permanent establishment of the institutions of climate fine; and at Canea are consuls of tiie principal Euro
and from three to four months to the stated visitation of the our Church here. They have contracted for the building of pean powers. It has commerce with all parts of tiie Ixivant,
whole diocese,—independently of those occasional visits which the Church edifice, and the work is commenced. They have and not unfrequent communications with Europe. Cannot
will often occur,—sufficient time will be afforded, in its present made their arrangements for building, in expectation of receiv- tiie Church find and spare a suitable minister to send here?
“A short time since we liad a most interesting examination
extent, to accomplish, in a good degree, towards every part of i.'.g the $500, which it lias been proposed to raise for their as
it, the purposes contemplated in “the office of a Bishop.” sistance by $5 subscriptions. This is indeed a small sum; of Mrs. Hildner’s school. Tiie Nomarcb presided, and the
The Clergy will, indeed, be taken for a few days in each year but the want of it must occasion serious embarrassment to our Bishops of Carysto and Andros, together with a large body of
from their parishes; but it cannot be doubted that they will re infant congregation here, and hindrance to the advancement of tiie most respectable inhabitants, were present. All expressed
turn to them invigorated both in body and mind, with improv our cause in this section of country. I feel no hesitancy in great gratification, and well they might, for the scene was most
ed experience and renewed devotion; while tlic parishes will urging tiie claims of our Church here and in this region, on interesting, and progress of tiie children, considering their ad
vantages, admirable. I have had many interesting conversa
enjoy, in the special services of the Bishop and Clergy, a valuthe attention ot its members abroad, who have hearts to feel
ble equivalent.
The means of more intimate intercourse and means to aid, for the single reason that their sympathy tions on religious topics, particularly with young persons, over
whom it is especially necessary to lie watchful, as infidelity i»
among the Clergy themselves, and between them and myself,
cannot lie awakened, nor their charities bestowed in behalf of on the alert, and Satan is not sleeping. Indeed a conversa
will thus be statedly enjoyed; there will he a free and familiar
a more important cause. Could they stand where I stand; tion on useful topics, properly introduced and sustained, is
interchange of thought and feeling; and from their preaching could they' see the advantages and the prospects of this fair
in presence of each other, and in my presence—atliing wbicli’is portion of the earth as I see them; could they see the mighty generally more beneficial in its influence than a single reading
now of the rarest occurrence,—mutual improvement cannot and restless tide of emigration as I see it, hearing hither thou- of a religious tract.
hut be derived.
If may reasonably be believed that the I smds of the citizens of every state, and of almost every na
“ I have had several visits from a Capuchin priest, who pro
presence of several of the Clergy, for two or three days, in a I
tion, sure I am, that instead of giving tens, they would give fesses a desire to become a Protestant, as he seems heartily
parish, with services reasonably multiplied,— and our Church I
sick of the Rompn Catholic system. He talks most freely
ten thousands of dollars, to erect here the altars of our God,
provides for two in each day,—might lie so ordered, as tiT pro- i
and to spread the light of truth, and pour the joys and the against the errors and corruptions of his church, and makes
mote its spiritual interests, strengthening the hands of the i
glories of salvation over this too long neglected portion of our known many ot its mysteries. He is pretty well educated, not
wanting in intelligence, and speaks divers languages, lie will
Minister, while it encouraged the hearts of the people.
country. One here is almost ready to despond in view of the
•On the impoitance and duty of the religious instruction of \ extent of the field before him, and tl e labor that must be per shortly throw aside his frock. Our little church is flourishing.
We have never had less than 20 present, and Sunday liefore last
children, the address contains some valuable remarks. We formed, before those fair and wide-spreading plains can receive
there were 28. 'Three or four are Greeks. W e have had the
hope in another number to give extracts, for which we have > that last and loveliest feature of attractiveness to be imparted communion twice. Mr. Leeves and myself continue to preach
by tiie erection upon them of the temples of the living God,
not room in the present notice. The other principal subjects i and of the habitations of purity and holiness. The most that alternately. Another English family will be shortly here of
of interest are the establishment of parochial libraries—the ’ we can do tor tiie present is, to select a few conspicuous places, eight or nine persons, which will fie quite an addition to our
congregation. We hold the monthly concert alternately at
“ Offerings of the Church,"—a plan which lias been attended and to bestow upon them our labors, and our charities, and our each other’s houses, and have also a social meeting with reli
prayers,
till
the
Lord
in
his
mercy
shall
raise
up
more
labor

with a good degree of success—the establishment of a Dioce
gious exercises, once a week. I am very desirous to print the
san school—and the religious observance of the fourth of July__ ers, and give to his Church more members, who shall take Geography so long ago commenced, hut in the present state of
pleasure in giving of their abundance for tiie advancement of
The Bishop’s observations on this last topic will he found to ' his kingdom and tiie promotion of his glory. Tiie reason funds do not feel it expedient. As our publications, hitherto,
have been almost altogether school books, I have thought it de
why tiie number of our Churches here is so small, and our sirable to encourage the liberality of the American I ract So
be especially seasonable and judicious.
congregations so meagre, is simply and solely because hut little
There is a custom common in some parts of our country, effort lias hitherto been made tor the'promotion of a better ciety for some time past, by printing, as lar as our means
and I believe increasing, of celebrating with religious services, state of tilings. So far as my knowledge extends every pro would allow, religious tracts. Another edition of the first
the anniversary of the declaration of the national independence. I per effort for tiie establishment of Churches in this region has part of our Greek Climax is also earnestly called for, as the
former is entirely out. It is tiie opinion of our brethren of
highly approve of it. Without any regard to the suspicion of been attended with success.
the American Board, as well as our own, that much attention
desiring an establishment of religion, I venture to say, that i
1 would just observe, that I have recently made a visit to should he given by our presses to publications for schools. ■
there is, in our political and civil institutions, too little refer Rushville, distant from this place seventy miles. I spent the
Without tiie means of elementary education in the land, other
ence to Him who is the only source and security of whatever j
Lord s day there, and preached to congregations respectable in
is good in them. I enter into no discussion of the causes of point ot numbers. Tiie prospects of tiie Church there are hooks will have little influence. I ain obliged also to hold
this deficiency, or of the apologies for it. The fault exists encouraging. 'Tiie most that is needed there is a faithful and ' out against tiie ardent desire of my wife to open a girls’ school.
Mr. Hildner is very desirous tl.at we should begin, nod wi
and it IS to be regretted. What is still more to tile purpose,
dwoted minister. Rushville is a pleasant and growing village I
it is, so far as may be, to be obviated. “ Righteousness exalt- of I'? it or nin? hundred inhabitants. Whether a society lias furnish us with a teacher. Mr. Leeves has bought the "‘'"’P
eth a nation, but sin is the reproach,” and will be the destruc been organized at Galei a or not, I am not quite certain. 1 of Carysto’s house for a similar purpose. His school wnl «
tion, “of any people.” Already it begins to he felt that from however understand through a faiend, that Episcopalians there of a higher order and a limited number.
the want of a pervading religious principle, the institutions are very desirous to procure the services of a clergyman imwhich have cost so mueli and promised so well, fail of their ex- i mediately. They say tliat could they obtain a man of pietv
Convention of Tennessee.—We have received the jour
oected result; and wise and good men of all parties and of eve. 1 and talent, they would be able to support linn at once them nal of the Tennessee Convention, and have made an extract
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The following hand-hill was posted in different parts of
York city on Saturday afternoon;—
AMERICAN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY.

Vrora the parochial reports it appears, that the Church in
Tennessee has been organized in encouraging circumstances,
of which the Bisoop and clergy appeared disposed to mail
themselves to the utmost, inlaboiing for the promotion of re
ligion. We trust that the anticipations of good to result from
their instrumental,cy will be fully realized.
In our next, we purpose copying the report of the Com
mittee on the state of the Church, in which a general view of
the condition of the Diocese is given.—Epis. Recorder,

Ihe Episcopal Convocations of Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, united, met in St. John’s Church, Providence,
on Monday evening, July 7th. We learn from oui attentive
correspondent in Providence, that many religious services
were held in the lecture room and Church edifice. Sermons
were preached by the Rev. Messrs. Nash, Cook, Pratt, Mead
and Ur. Wainwright of Boston, and --------- of Charleston,
South Carolina. Addresses on the subject of Missions to Chi
na were made by Messrs. Vinton and Minard, of the Theolo
gical Seminary, and on the Subject of African Missions, by
Rev. Mr. Bent, of New-Bedford, and Rev. Mr. Mead of
Boston. Sixteen of the Clergy, and four Candidates for or
ders were present. Reports of Missions in this State were
also given by the Missionaries__ Epis. Rec.

last; three, at their own request, have been dismissed, and
leave of absence have beei gr inted to nine, four of whom res
turned .before tne close of the session. One of the students
died during the session. The number of students at the close
of the session was 64; of whom 11 were ill the Senior, 18 in
the Middle, and 34 in the Junior Class.
I he course of study lias been the same as last year except in
Ecclesiastical History, and Pastoral Theology and Pulpit Elo
quence. These departments were assigned, at the commence
ment of or during the session, to the Rev. Urs. lawks and
Anthon, whose reports are published in an appendix.
1 he following resolution, being an amendment of the sta
tue in regard to the Examination of tile Students was adopted:
“ 1'here shall he Examinations of the Students of the Sem
inary at the close of each of the two Sessions in every year.
The first examination shall he conducted in the presence of
a committee, to he appointed for that purpose hv the Standing
Committee, and such committee shall he authorized and re ■
quested to attend occasionally the recitations of the students
during the course of each Session.”
Donations during the past year have been made to the Li
brary from the Rev. T. 11. Horne, England; Alexander
Copeland, Esq., Aberdeen, Scotland; the Rev. A. S Hol
lister; E. Weeks. Esq.; W. II. Harison, Esq.; Mr. G.
W. Cartwright: Rev. B. 1. Haight; Mrs. Waddell; T. S.
Grimke, Esq. ; Right Rev Bishop Doane, and several others.
In addition to which a complete set of the Bampton Lec
tures, 53 vols. 8 vo, have been presented from 23 clergymen,
by the Rev. Messrs. Whittingham and Haight. The library
however, for so important ail Institution is as yet comparative
ly small, comprising less than 4009 volumes.
The following resolutions, to institute permanent professors 1
in departments which have been hitherto temporarily supplied
by gratuitous services, were also adopted.
“Resolved, That the department of tile Nature, Ministry,
and Polity of the Church, he erected into a separate depart
ment.
Resolved, That at the next annual meeting of the Board,
the -Board will nominate a professor of Pastoral Theology and
Pupit Eloquence, to have charge provisionally of the depart
ment of Ecclesiastical History.”—Churchman.

Ordination.—At a special ordination held in Trinity
Church, Chatham, on Sunday, the 15th of June, Mr. John
H. Rouse, of Cheshire, Conn., was admitted to the holy order
of De aeons, by the Right. Rev. Bishop Brownell. Morn
ing service was read by the Rev. Robert A. Hallam, Rector of
St. Andrew’s Church, Minden, assisted by the Rev. Asj Corn
wall. The candidate was presented by the Rev. Mr. Jarvis.
The sermon was preached by the Bishop.
In St. Paul’s Chapel, New Haven, Conn. July 1st, Mr.
Lorenzo Bennett, of that city, was admitted to the same holy
order by the Bishop of the Diocese. 1 he candidate was pre
sented by the Rev. Ur. Croswell. Bishop Brownell preach
ed the sermon.
The first-named gentleman has since taken the charge of
Grace Church, Hamden, Conn., vacant by the resignation of
the Rev. P. G. Clark; the latter that of Christ Church, Gil
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union.
ford. vacant by the resignation of the Rev. David Baldwin.
On Thursday of last week the Board of Managers held their
[ Churchman.
eighth annual meeting. We have been favored with an ex
tract from their proceedings, which we publish with the view
Ordination---- On Sunday, June I5th,the Right Rev. Bi of calling attention immediately to the important resolutions
shop Griswold admitted to the order of Beacons Mr. Palmer which were adopted.
“Resolved, that a premium of one hundred dollars be of
Brown (formerly a Methodist minister) in St. James Church,
Woonsocket, Rhode-Island; present the Rev. Messrs. Clark fered by the Executive Committee for the best set ol ques
of Providence and J. Brown of Woonsocket, Rhode-Island. tions on the Gospel of St. Matthew; to he prepared by the
Mr. Brown has taken charge of the Episcopal Church in first day of December, 1834.
Resolved,—That the Executive CoSimittec offer also a pre
■South Kingston, (at Tower Hill.)—Epis. Rea.
mium of one hundred dollars for the best set of questions
on the Acts of the Apostles; to he prepared by the first day
Consecration.—On the l’2th of June, the new and elegant of March, 1835.
Resolved, That a committee consisting of three bishops of
edifice erected for the accommodation of the congregation of
Christ Church, Middletown, Connecticut, under the pastoral the church, be appointed by this Board to prescribe instruc
tions
for the drawing up of said questions—to judge of their
care of the Rev. Smith Pyne, was consecrated to the worship
of Almighty God, by the Right Rev. Bishop Brownell__ merits, and award the premium-.: with a power to retain any
Subsequently the whole of the pews, except one which was re set or sets of questions which may not receive the premiums,
served, were sold, and for the reserved one there were ten ap awarding therefor such compensation as may he proportioned
plications. The condition of this ancient and respectable pa to the use which may afterward be made of them.
Resolved, That the Right Rev. the Bishops of Connecticut,
rish is in the highest degree flourishing—thirty-eight addition
al families having been recently added to the congregation.— New-York, and New-Jersey compose said committee.
[ Churchman.
Churchman,
Episcopal School.—We learn from the Carolina Watch
The following appointment of Missionaries for this Uiocese,
man, that the “Episcopal School,” which has been lately- have been recently made by the Education and Missionary
organized by the Convention of North-Carolina, “has gone in Society: _
to operation, under auspices so much more favorable than was
Ilohart, Delaware county. The Rev. David Huntington.
expected, that another building of the dimensions of the one
Avon, Livingston county. The Rev. Ravaud Kearny.
just finished becomes immediately necessary,—accordingly the
Waterloo, Seneca county. The Rev. Stephen McHugh,
directors of this school have advertised proposals for that pur Deacon.
pose in the last Raleigh Register. We have always, from the
Lockport, Niagara county, The Rev. Orange Clark.
first, had the highest opinion of the plan on which this insti
Little Falls, Herkimer county, The Rev. Henry S. Attwater.—Churchman.
tution is founded.”—Churchman.

Theological Seminary—The Trustees of the General
Theological Seminary held their annual meeting in Trinity
Church in this city, on the 24th of last month. The Rev.
Dr. Anthon was chosen Secretary, to whom wc are indebted
for a copy of the proceedings. The two vacancies in the Board,
occasioned by the death of the Rev. Ur. Montgomery, and
Mr. T. S. Townsend, and the “removal” of the Rev. Ur.
Wainwright, were filled by the appointment of the Rev.
George Boyd of the Uiocese of Pennsylvania, and the Rev.
Messrs. Taylor and E istburn, of this city. The total amount
of property belonging to the Institution as in the report of the
Finance Committee stated to be $73,065 55. Of this sum
$16,694 72 is vested in scholarships, and $3000 is required
for the filling up of the water lots. There remains $43,370 73,
the interest of which, $3302, is applied to the currant expences amount to $5750, the details of which arc as follows.

Salaries to Professors Turner and Wilson each
$1500, is
Salary to Professor Moore,

Salary to the Librarian,
Allowance
Janitor,
Interest on for
foura scholarships,
founded by the Socie
ty for Promoting Religion and Learning in the

$3000
750
100
150

400
Uiocese of New York,
1050
Incidental
expences,
Rent of houses
to lodge students who cannot be ac
300
commodated in the building,
which leaves an annual deficiency of $3548; a deficiency which

New

DISCLAIMER.

The undersigned, in behalf of the Executive Committee of
the “American Anti Slavery Society,” and of the leading
friends of the cause, now absent from the city lieg the atten
tion of their fellow citizens to the following disclaimer.
1. We entirely disc aim any desire to promote or encourage
intermarriages between white and colored persons.
2. We disclaim, and entirely disapprove, the language of a
hand-hill recently circulated in this city, the tendency of
which is thought to excite resistance to the Laws. Our prin
ciple is, that even hard laws are io he submitted to by all men,
and they can by peaceable means he altered.
We disclaim as we have already done, any intention to dis
solve the Union, or to violate the Constitution and laws of the
country; or to ask of Congress any act transcending their con
stitutional powers; which the abolition of Slavery by Con
gress, in any State would plainly do.
Arthur Tappan.
• July 14th, 1834.
John Rankin.
A Mormon Rattle.— A letter lias been received at Chardon,
Ohio, direct from Missouri, which states that a body of well
armed Mormons, led on by their great prophet Joe Smith,
lately attempted to cross the river into Jacks an county. A
party of the citizens of Jackson county opposed their crossing,
and a battle ensued, in which Joe Smith was wounded in the
leg, and the Mormons obliged to retreat; that Joe Smith’s
limb was amputated, but he died three days after the operation.

Died, in Susquehanna township, on Thursday last, Isaac
Diller and John Johnston. The former fell down in convul
sions white at the plough. Tne latter carried him home, and
complained iminediatiy of sickness, fell d >wn, anj shortly af
ter expired. They both died within half an hour.
FOREIGN.

By an arrival at this port, (says the New .York Observer)
London papers have been received to the 5th and Paris papers
to the 7th of June.
Don Miguel, of Portugal, and Don Carlos, of Spain, have
both been taken prisoners; and the civil war in the peninsula
is ended, leaving two lineral sovereigns oil the throne, and four
allied powers in the West of Europe unincumbered in their
opposition to the despotic alliance in the East.
There lias been a change in the Biitisli ministry, but it docs
not seem to be of a very important character.
Tne king of Great Britain has in ide a public declaration of
his “fixed purpose, determination and resolution” to maintain
the church of England and Ireland; and from the concluding
paragiaph, wo infer that lie means to veto all acts of parlia
ment tending to a separation of Church and State.
The hill removing the civil disabilities of the Jews was read
a second tiino in the House of Commons, May 28th, by a vote
of 123 to 32.
The elections for Edinburg and Leith had resulted in favor
of the Whigs. The Lord Advocate had succeded in Leith by
a majority of 237, and Sir John Campbell, at the close of
the second day, was 325 votes a herd of Learnmonth for Edin
burgh
The celebrated Catholic Bishop, Rev. Dr. Doyle, died at
Carlow Ireland, on ths 31st of May. Dr. Waldron, Catholie Bishop of Killala, died at Arnaree May 27tli.
In the House of Lords, June 4tli, in answer 'to a question
from Lord Lansilown, Lord Melbourne said, “for the imme
diate information of the noble Lord, I can state to him that
his favorite, Don Miguel, is at present safe on hoard a British
ship of war.”
On the 20th of May, a decree was issued for the convoca
tion of the General Cortez, of Spain, nt Madrid, on the 24th
July; and another, directing the Election of Deputies on the
30tli of June with the mode of procedure, &c. A special act
of amnesty, it is said, has been signed by the Queen Regent
of Spain, in favor of the Patriot Mina.
Orders have been issued by the Minister of Finance for the
admission of the Brazillian Hag in the ports of Spain, prelim
inary to the formal recognition of the Brazils as an independ
ent state by the Government of Her Catholic Majesty.
The arrival in Loudon of the South American Generals
Montillo and O’Leary, has been promptly announced in the
gentdrab summary.
Madrid Gazette, and if they are authorized, as it is supposed
Lane Seminary.—The session of this institution closed ou they are, to threat with the Spanish Government for the re
Saturday last. The vacation will continue aliout 12 weeks cognition of the independence ol one or more of the States of
Ur. Beecher proposes this vacation to visit Ids friends in New Spanish America, it is believed they will be received in a spir
England. He left Cincinnati Thursday morning__ Cincin it of kindness and conciliation.
Active preparations are making at Smyrna for the subjec
nati Journal.
tion of the island of Samos to the power of the Grand Seignor, which was indeed spoken of as already virtually accom
Cholera in Cincinnati.—When the cholera visited Cincinna plished. The island is to he immediately blockaded, and the
ti last year; and year before, the Cincinnati Journal gave ac troops were on their march to cut off any retreat which the in
curate reports of the ‘entire number of deaths as reported to habitants might attempt to make.
the city councils,’ from the hurying-grounds.
The same
A letter from Trieste says: We have just received the intelli
course we shall adopt this year. It is better that the truth gence that the proceedings against Colocotroni and Koliopreshould be honestly told than to leave the subject to the con ios, ns chiefs of the well-known faction, are concluded, and
jectures of a frightened imagination. The deaths as reported that they have both been condemned to death.
on'Monday July 16, for seven days previous amounted to 55.
M exico.— The Priests and Arirtocrats Triumphant.— A letter
Of these not above 20 were reported as cholera. Nine re
ported cholera were strangers. Now this is by no means dated Tampico, June 11th says: Santa Anna is triumphant.
alarming. True, the cholera is here and so is the hillious fe The priests arid aristocracy will provide him with all the mo
ver and consumption. The cholera is specially terrific only, ney he may be in want of. Puebla was attacked by the gov
when it becomes an epidemic. And that is not the case in ernment troops—the result was unknown, the defence being
this city. In coming down the river we heard directly from very obstinate. A conducta with $5iK),000 is on its way to
Cincinnati that 35 had died of cholera on the Sunday n'gbt be Vera Cruz, and a much larger and general one was to leave at
fore. How false and how pernicious to the peace of eummu- the end of the month. We are perfectly quiet at present—
nity are such exaggerated reports. Our country friends may All the states are turning in favor of Santa Anna, and even
rest assured that the press la this city, will tell the whole truth this place will not desert him. Ina short time all will be
quiet.
on the subject,— Cintinnati Journal.
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POETRY.
From the “Moral of Flowers.”
THE MYRTLE.
Yes, take thy station here,
Thou Hower so pale and fair!
That I from thee may sweetest lessons borrow;
For thou hast that to tell,
Methinks, which suits thee well—
The lingering hours of languishmeril and sorrow.
The cleft rock is thy home;
Yet sweetly dost thou bloom,
E’en while the threat’ning winds are round thee swelling;
And where’s the pamper’d flower,
Can richer fragrance shower,
Than thou, fair blossom, from thy storm-wrought dwelling.
Say, then, though pale decay
Wear youth and health away,
Shall sighs alone this troubled breast be heaving!
Oh, no! I’ll bless the chain,
Which to this couch of pain

*

Has bound me long, for 'tis of mercy’s weaving.
What though I tread no more
The temple’s hallowed floor,
Whence to our God the full voiced hymn ascendeth,
Yet may this chamber be
A blessed sanctuary,
Where to my whisper’d praise His ear He bendeth.

Hut chiefly, gentle flower,
Remind me in the hour,
When ’gainst the tempter’s might my soul engages,
A Rock is eleft for me,
More sure than shelters thee,
Where I may safely hide—“the Rock of Ages.”
f Vermont Chronicle.

MISCELLANY.
A Ghost Story Explained__ The following relation!
pointing out the caution with which accounts of supernatural
agency should be received, occurs in the first volume of the
“Life of the late Mr. Henry Salt,” lately published by his
friend Mr. Halls.—N. Y. Observer.
“On occasion of Mr. Salt’s departure from London on his
mission, in January, 1809, Salt and I were neither of us as
may be imagined, in the most lively mood. Our conversa
tion naturally turned on the dangers he had encounted in his
former adventures, and on those to which he was in all proba
bility, about to be exposed. The possibility of our not meet
ing again in this life, suggested to us both a train of melan
choly thoughts, and insensibly we fell into an earnest discourse
respecting the land of spirits, and on the possibility of the de
parted being permitted to revisit those whom they had loved
on earth. This was rather a favorite topic with Salt, and one
upon which, as 1 have before observed, he entertained very
strong notions. My opinions in these respects did not coin
cide with his, but after a long conversation on the subject it
was proposed by one of us, and consented to by bo?h, that we
should draw up and sign a written paper, couched as nearly as
I can remember, in the following words:
It it hereby mutually promised by the undersigned, that, in
case of the death of either of the parties, the spirit of the de
ceased one shall, if permitted, visit the survivor, and relate
what he may be able to impart of his situation.
\
(Signed)
‘^<5 alt.
" • IIaYls.
“ This paper was committed to my care, as the person least
liable to accident. I placed it under other writings in my
<iesk, and for a time thought no more of it. Hut, when his
protracted absence on the voyage began to excite uneasiness
with respect to his safety, the circumstance recurred to my
memory, and occasioned me some degree of disquietude. At
length, when, he reached England, without accident in 1811,
T spoke to him on the subject, and observed, that I thought
we bad done an indiscreet, if not a presumptuous act, lie
agreed with me in this notion, and the paper was produced and
burnt. The subject was never again alluded to, nor do I re
collect that I ever thought of it again till a long time after
he had gone out as Consul Gerteral in Egypt; but at this pe
riod, though I had received no intelligence that could tend to
call him to my remembrance, nor to induce me to recollect
our former compact, I experienced an apparent vision of so
vivid a nature, that though convinced of its fallaciousness, I
can scarcely, even now persuade myself that it was an illusion.
“I fancied then that I was lying awake in my bed-room
reflecting upon events with which Salt was in no respect con
nected. It was broad day light, and I saw every thiirn in the
apartment most distinctly, when a figure glided by IheVoot of
the bed, undrew the curtains on the side next the window, and
Salt stood before me. He took my hand in h.s, width felt
cold and lifeless, and looked earnestly in my face. His coun
tenance was calm, but appeared deadly pale; and there was
a bloated and unearthly look about it that at once convinced
me he was no more. I felt awed, but not alarmed, and ex
claimeds ‘Salt, you are not among the living?’ He shook his
head mournfully, which was his habit on any melancholy occa
sion, and replied, ‘ I have come to you according to our pro
mise.’ He again pressed mv hand, fixed his eyes steadfastly
upon me, and his image faded from my view.
“1 instantly sprangfrom my bed, and ran to my watch. It
was exactly five minutes past five, and the morning was the fifth
of May. I took up a pencil, and wrote, on a piece of paper
that lay on the table, the hour and the date. I then examined
the room md the dour. which I found Fast locked, according
to my usual habit, on the inside; and having satisfied invsei'f

no one could have entered, I returned to my bed, and in spite But tliere is one thing, I think, I may affirm_ that in the
of the perturbed state of my spirits, fell into an undisturbe whole world, among human beings as among sheep, there is
not one character, countenance, nor voice, exactly like another
“When I awoke, I began to consider the whole business and yet, among all this diversity, you will scarcely find two
as a mere dream; but on going to the table, I found the paper . individuals in whom there is not some point of contrast which
where I had left it. I afterwards mentioned the circumstance may render them agreeahle and acceptable to each other. We
to the earl of Mountnorris, who also took down the date; but are, indeed, strangely and wonderfully made.”
I did not think much more of the matter till about six wee s
A Case to Wine Drinkers.-—In a village in Masachusetts
subsequently, when news was brought from Egypt, that after
a severe illness Salt had died at about the time the event oc a zealous temperance reformer employed a colored man to do a
piece
of work. On visiting the man at his labor, he observed a
curred to me.
.
“ The report of his death, however, proved groundless, rum jug hard by, “ What is this,” said he. “Ah good sir,” re
though it was perfectly true that at that period he had been so plied Toney, “if I could afford wine, I would drink no ruin.”
dangerouly ill as to be given over. It is almost needless to He had seen wine on that gentleman’s t9hle The gentleman
add that he did not die till about eight years afterwards; but finding himself put down, prepared himself for another reI confess, had his death happened at the time of the event, it countre, by banishing wine from his house. Incalculable mis
would have gone far towards establishing the belief, in a mind chief is done, by temperance men in indulgiug themselves ha
certainly not superstitious, of the existence of a supernatural bitually in wine, and they ought to know it: Consistency renagency; yet under all the circumstances of the case, how very quires them to give it up, and so does the pledge they have sopossible was it, that the apparent vision might have exactly tal lemnly signed. While thus gratifying themselves, are they “in
lied with the reality, and nothing miraculous have occurred.
all suitable ways discountenancing the use of ardent spirits in the
community ?”
A Wife Wanted (by a Consistent Abolitionist.)—We
have been requested to give the following advertisement four
A Simple Remedy for a Cough.—It oljen happens that
insertions in the Liberator. The author of it is serious in persons that have coughs arising from catarrhs are under the
bis proposal, and actuated by disinterested and generous mo necessity of exposing themselves to the cold air, which very
tives. He is an estimable man, and we believe will make a good generally aggravates the symptoms. I have known several
j husband. Wo presume the novelty of the advertisement will instances, however, in which the following simple remedy has
I ensure it a wide circulation.—Liberator.
been attended with the most beneficial results; :yid an inmate
of my family has been so much relieved by it within the last
Fur the Liberator.
A l biend of equal bights is convinced that our colored twenty-four hours, that she earnestly wishes it to be published
brethren and sisters are entitled to all the privileges which for the benefit of others.
Tie a handkerchief loosely over the mouth and nostrils to ex
are claimed by the whites, that prejudice against color is exj tremely absurd, and that as long as this prejudice exists, its clude the cold air.
Last
evening she had a had cough attended with considera
victims will feel the yoke of oppression crushing •them to the
earth. He takes the liberty also to state, (being himself what ble soreness. On going to bed, she used a hankerchief in
is termed a white man,) should he meet with a suitable oppor the manner recommenced, and slept well through the night.
tunity, be is convinced that it would he his duty, and it is his On removing it this morning the cough returned, and contin
determination to bear testimony against this prejudice by mar ued till after breakfast when she commenced a large washing,
and the bandage was resumed. She was not disturbed while
rying a colored woman.
Information would be thankfully received of any young, she kept it over her face which was through most of the day;
respectable, and intelligent colored woman, (entirely or chiefly and though on removing it the cough returned, yet it was
of African descent,) who would be willing to endure the in much better than it had been, anti the disease this evening is
sults and reproaches that would be heaped upon h.er for being abating.—Boston Paper.
the partner of a white man, who is either in low circumstan
ces, or would be willing to cede all she has or may have of
Soot Destroys Cut Worms—Soot destroys or drives off
this world’s goods to the American Anti-Slavery Society, that from all plants of the cabbage tribe, from pinks, and from oth
the mouths of gainsayers may he stopped. Information sent er plants, those common and voracious grubs of gardens, the
hv letter (post paid) to E. K. West Chester, Fa. will meet due larvm of the the moth of the family Noctuadse. After being
attention.
annoyed almost to despair, by the ravages of this grub, I re
sorted to the use of soot, and thus applied it:—I laid it dry,
Industry.—There are few qualifications of more utility, or and near an inch thick over the ground, and had it dug in.
that come to us more recommended by high authority than The plants were planted from 20 to 25 in a row, and so effect
this one of industry. The famous Duke de Sully, the rYiinis- ual was the soot that instead of losing eight or ten plants in
tcr told the court he had no leisure for amusements—he rose one row, as 1 before had done, I think I did not lose more
at four daily. Michael Angelo labored during the night, some than that number in a hod of 200 or .300- In the grub’s at
time going to bed with his clothes on, merely for a short tacks on plants of the cabbage family, its habit is to cat some
times, and rising again to resume his labor. The minute ac nearly and others quite asunder, a little below the heart : it of
count which Dr. Johnson gives us of the course of life of the ten greatly annoys the farmers in their turnip fields. I have
great Milton, shows how preciously that illustrious poet valued made use of the same remedy since and have never found it to
the use of time. The industry of some writers is shown in fail. Last summer I was troubled with the grub in a bed of
the magnitude of their works; Wickliffe could afford to have pinks; 1 then made some soot water, and watered the bed
two hundred of his works destroyed, and still he may be re well, and the bed was soon freed from the grubs. The precise
garded as a voluminous writer;—Frynue, wljo flourished at mode of the soot’s action on the grubs 1 cannot state : but I
the period of the commonwealth, wrote more than forty folio believe that the aimnoniacal matter which iteontaint destroye
and quarto volumes;—Anthony A mail Id composed more than some ar.d disperses the remainder. I have not found the sons
one hundred works;—and Lope de Vegas assures us that he injure the soil at all; and I name this because I had been told
himself wrote on the average of five sheets per day, during his it would.—Farmer and Mechanic.
life. In nothing in fact are the greater distinctions of merit
occasioned between men than in industry and idleness.
THE OBSERVER
Some one reminded Montesquieu, that idleness was placed
among the pleasures of heaven, it should rather, said the great
philosopher, be accounted as one of the torments of hell; and TERMS__ Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months
this is the judgment which every experienced man will be in
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
clined to concur in.
No
papers discontinued until ail arrearages arc paid, excep
Louis XIV. warned his son that that there wis nothing,
at the option of the publishers.
even in the the duties of the kingly eflice, more laborious than
idleness; and a, Duke of the same nation, De Rohan, was Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
known to have said that a greater curse could not befall a man
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
than having nothing to do. Dr. Cheyne, a late penetrating
wise, it will he considered a new engagement.
and acute physician, used to say, that headaches, stomach aches,
*
t
* All communications relative to this paper,must be di
colics, nervous pains, and disorders, so much complained of
rected
to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
by certain classes in this country, were universally the produce
of idleness and fullness of bread---- Treatises on Happiness.
LIST OF AGENTS.

Character of the Voice—The somewhat fanciful theory
enunciated in the following passage, is not, perhaps, altogether
destitute of foundation. The extract is from a volume of
sermons, recently published in Edinburgh, and written (oddly
as it may sound) by James Hogg, Ettrick shepherd.
I know some young people who chose their friends by the
eye—the same as they chose a eoat or a vest. I do not disap
prove of this altogether; for tliere certainly is something in
every human countenance less or more attractive, or less or
more repulsive; and I would trust more to Lavater than to
Spurzheiin. Hut never once form the least estimate of a char
acter until you hear him speak. The tones of the voice are
the best symptoms in the world whereby to form a true and
immediate judgment of a character. They arc the chords of
the soul; and if you have any ear for music, you may as easily
i judge of the sterling value of the character as of a violin or I
• an organ. There is not a single feature of a character which
I is not delineated in the tones of the voice. I have been often '
ta! en with the appearance and countenances of young men in i
I public assemblies, and yet the very first time I heard them i
[speak, I found at once that they were consummate blockheads.
! Hut whenever I found toe count', nice and the voice ac
cord in sweatness, I could then form an estimate of the char- j
• acter, which, in alt my life, I have never had occasion to change '
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